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Horror movies, a costume 
contest and masquerade 
ball are a few of the 
many events that 
will contribute to the 
wicked entertainment 
of this year’s Halloween 
Havoc, set for Friday at the 
Student Union.
Student Life Director 
Sergio Martinez said movies 
will be shown every two 
hours in La Sala and there 
will be games and other 
activities in the veranda.
A surprise classic horror 
movie will be shown at noon, 
a new horror movie at 2 p.m. 
and a comedy horror movie 
at 4 p.m.
“We’re going to … 
put some decorations [on 
the windows] so it [feels] 
spooky,” Martinez said.
After the movies, 
students can participate 
in a drawing to win 
copies of the movies 
presented.
Meanwhile in the veranda, 
there will be activities every 
hour starting at noon and 
ending at 5 p.m.
Those events include a 
Halloween dunking booth, 
pie-throwing game, murder 
mystery game, Fear Factor 
game, Halloween trivia 
contest and a Boo at the 
Union game.
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Horror Show’ get 




contests set for 
spookin’ good time 
Halloween Havoc
FRANCISCO ESPINOSA/COLLEGIAN
Campus Police Offi cer Pedro Vasquez pretends to 
contact dispatch during a mock crash Tuesday morning on the crosswalk 
between SET-B and the Student Union. Also shown is Luis Lopez, a 
freshman emergency medical science major. See story, Page 7.
Checking for a pulse
• See ‘Havoc,’ Page 5
The Cameron County Department of 
Health and Human Services is out of H1N1 
infl uenza vaccines and does not know when 
the next shipment will be available.
A news release from the county stated it 
had received its fi rst 100 doses of H1N1 
nasal spray vaccines on Oct. 5 and used 
them to vaccinate 24-to-47-month-old 
children.
The second shipment of 100 H1N1 
vaccine doses came in on Oct. 20 and 
targeted 6-month-olds to 24-year-olds, 
pregnant women and health care workers.
“We depleted our stock of H1N1 vaccine 
as quickly as it came in and are pleased 
that people are taking precautions to 
get protected,” Dr. James W. Castillo II, 
Cameron County Health Authority, stated 
in a news release. “As the quantity being 
received is in small doses, we are asking 
that the general public continue to be 
patient and continue to practice good hand 
hygiene practices.”
Senior early childhood education major 
Gabriela Sanmiguel is concerned about the 
lack of vaccines. 
“The [H1N1] infl uenza is a virus about 
which we need to be worried, and more 
so in this season of the year, and I think 
the government should be better prepared 
with the vaccines to be able to control this 
pandemic because it not only affects the 
health, it also affects the economy of the 
country,” Sanmiguel said in Spanish.
The news release stated that the next 
shipment of vaccines will be distributed 
on a “fi rst come, fi rst served basis.” The 
distribution sites are as follows:
--Harlingen Public Health Center, 711 
N. L St. in Harlingen
--Mary P. Lucio Health Center, 1204 
Jose Colunga Jr. Dr. in Brownsville
--San Benito Public Health Clinic, 1390 
W. Expy. 83 in San Benito
--Father Joseph O’Brien Health Clinic, 
142 Champion Dr. in Port Isabel
As of the end of July, more than 5,200 
cases of the H1N1 virus, which causes 
swine fl u, were confi rmed in Texas, and of 
those, more than 1,800 were from Region 
11, which includes the Rio Grande Valley, 
Corpus Christi and Laredo, state health 
offi cials say. The department stopped 
counting the number of H1N1 cases in 
July.
Cameron County awaits more H1N1 vaccines
By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer
• See ‘H1N1,’ Page 14
Imagine being alone in a classroom late at 
night, typing on a computer and then suddenly 
you see the refl ection of someone behind you.
That is a true story. It happened last semester 
around 3 a.m. to senior studio art major Karla 
Miranda, who was in Rusteberg Hall, where 
she takes art classes.
“I was there by myself,” Miranda said. 
“There was no one else there, I’m 100 percent 
sure, because at around midnight, the janitor 
goes and he tells me that I was the only one 
there. … I was on the computer and I was 
typing something in Google or Wikipedia, and 
my computer is like really, really refl ective. 
It’s kind of like a mirror when you put it to the 
light.
“I was looking in the computer screen and I 
see my refl ection and then, all of a sudden, I just 
see like someone come up behind me, like over 
my shoulder.” 
Miranda said she stood frozen.
“I was just paralyzed that it was still there, 
and then, all of a sudden, it just stepped to the 
side,” she said. “I turn around and then nobody 
was there, nobody was in the building.”
That isn’t the only incident Miranda 
experienced in Rusteberg.
On another occasion, Miranda said she was 
with her boyfriend in the same room.
“We put on a CD and the music started 
turning on and off, and on and off,” she said. 
“The little boom box was brand-new and it 
sounded like if someone was messing with the 
volume, like turning it up and down.”
John Hawthorne, library operations manager, 
said ghosts are a phenomenon that cannot be 
explained by human reasons or by science.
“The orthodox, the Christian belief is 
that there are angels and there are demons,” 
Hawthorne said, “and both of them are active 
on this earth to do either good or evil. … A 
more secular perspective would be the ghosts 
are spirits of people who have unfi nished 
business in this life and they can’t go to the next 
life until they fi nish up that business.” 
So, is UTB/TSC haunted? Some members 
of the campus community think it is.
University haunted? You decide
By Graciela L. Salazar
Spanish Editor
• See ‘Ghost,’ Page 11
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As flu season sets in, the Student 
Government Association will buy hand 
sanitizer for students, hoping to prevent the 
spread of the disease.
At its meeting on Thursday, the SGA 
approved Resolution 13, which allocates 
$500 for the purchase of 500 hand sanitizers.
The sanitizers will cost a total of $390. 
Other expenses include labels for the 
sanitizers, setup charges and shipping fees.
The sanitizers will be given to students in 
an effort to promote good hand hygiene, thus 
giving them a better chance to fend off the 
flu. No date for distribution was provided on 
the document, but Rosa Law, vice president 
of historical archives, informed the senate 
how the sanitizers will be distributed.   
“We will kind of look into [working] with 
[Student] Health Services and have a table 
set up for SGA to [give] those hand sanitizers 
during the week to promote [the seasonal and 
H1N1 flu vaccines],” Law said.
The senate also voted to appoint Law 
as chair of the ad hoc committee on health 
awareness. She was nominated by SGA 
President Ruby de la Fuente.
The SGA also voted to approve Resolution 
12, which authorizes the senate to use the 
$100 it won in the Homecoming Week Spirit 
Parade as the first-place prize in a student 
organization essay contest it will sponsor. To 
compete, student organizations must submit 
an essay of 350 words or less, explaining the 
purpose of the organization, how it promotes 
spirit on campus and how the prize money 
will be used. The deadline to submit an essay 
to the Dean of Students Office is Nov. 10. 
The winner will be announced during the 
Nov. 12 SGA meeting. 
The resolution was sponsored by Nathaniel 
Garcia, vice president of public relations. 
In her weekly report, Law said that 
effective Nov. 2, the Brownsville Urban 
System is going to stop the route that stops at 
ITECC at 1 p.m. The matter was brought to 
her attention by a student who attends classes 
at the International Technology, Education 
and Commerce Center.
The schedule change was also brought 
up by senior criminal justice major Mario 
Gomez during the “Let Your Voice be Heard” 
section of the meeting.
Law offered some suggestions to help 
students who rely on the bus as a means of 
transportation to the ITECC, located at 300 
Mexico Blvd.
“Maybe we can try … organizing some sort 
of car pool or getting together some students 
that actually go to ITECC, because it will be 
difficult for that student, in particular, to be 
able to get to his class over at ITECC,” Law 
said. 
Absent from Thursday’s meeting were de 
la Fuente and College of Liberal Arts Senator 
Sandra Esparza.
SGA to give out hand sanitizer
By Rene Cardona Jr.
Staff Writer
Rosa Law, Student Government Association vice 
president of historical archives, presents a resolution 
on providing hand sanitizer for students during 
Thursday’s meeting in Salon Gardenia.
ElizabEth a. PErEz/CollEgian
Scores of people who attended 
Homecoming’s Late-Night Ghost/Historic 
Walking Tour of campus heard tales of 
hangings, a boy who haunts the old Art 
Building and ghosts from Fort Brown’s old 
cemetery. 
John Hawthorne, assistant director of the 
Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial Library, led 
the tour through campus on the night of Oct. 
17.
The tour began at the Oliveira Library 
with a crowd of students, parents and 
children around Hawthorne as he briefly 
spoke of the ghosts of Fort Brown. 
Hawthorne’s stories date back to the 
1930’s when the campus was actually a U.S. 
military fort.
The next stop on the tour was the Paseo, 
where Hawthorne said people have heard 
the hoofbeats of cavalry horses, buglers 
and even a ghost dog that disappears when 
students try to approach it.
The tour continued with Hawthorne’s 
creepy stories of things moving by 
themselves and machines turning on in 
the Student Union and the Life and Health 
Sciences Building. 
Stories in the Barnes & Noble Bookstore 
include people seeing strange things 
happening such as books moving by 
themselves and black or white forms 
walking across the store, especially late at 
night. 
Cavalry Hall, which is now home to the 
Center for Gravitational Wave Astronomy, 
was a commissary for Fort Brown at times 
and also housing for cavalry soldiers, he 
said.
There have been numerous stories of 
people who believe they hear cavalry 
soldiers riding around or walking in and 
around the building.
In the Marion Hedrick Smith Memorial 
Amphitheater, stories of strange screams 
and strange forms being seen have been 
reported by multiple people, Hawthorne 
said.
He informed everyone on the tour that 
there was once a national cemetery located 
where the Village at Fort Brown student 
housing complex now stands.
“We are the only university that I know 
of that once had a national cemetery located 
on the university property,” Hawthorne 
said.  “In this case, our national cemetery 
was moved out of here in 1911.”
Not all the bodies were properly excavated 
and the aftermath is the haunting students 
experience in The Village, he said.
Ghost children and soldiers, in particular, 
are said to haunt students in the housing 
complex.
The ghost children have a tendency to be 
mischievous, pulling covers, playing with 
doors, messing with students’ clothing and 
other mischief of that nature.
The old Art Building basement was the 
jail for Fort Brown and jail cells are still in 
the basement. 
Much trouble was reported in the 
basement when art students used it to do 
their projects, such as things breaking and 
things appearing. 
A number of investigations have found 
ghosts around the Art Building, such as the 
little boy ghost, who is forever doomed to 
be searching for his mother, and a mother 
who is forever to be searching for her little 
boy.
In the 1970s, a janitor quit because the 
little boy tormented him endlessly. 
The third floor of the building was 
once an art gallery and many people had 
trouble hanging exhibits because the ghost 
caused things to fall down, among other 
troublesome things.
The Old Morgue and linen closet for 
Gorgas Hall, which was the administration 
building and hospital for Fort Brown, is said 
to be haunted by ghosts all around.
Nurses and doctors are seen walking the 
boardwalk of Gorgas Hall.
The little boy ghost also appears around 
Gorgas Hall, tormenting young women by 
pulling their hair, pulling chairs and messing 
with typewriters and computer keyboards. 
Hawthorne said there are many stories of 
children haunting the campus, mainly from 
Gorgas Hall. Some ghost hunters believe this 
is because of the people who died of yellow 
fever in the 19th century in Brownsville, 
most of whom were children.
The tree in front of the Old Morgue is 
known as the ghost/hanging tree because 
of rumors that people were hung from it, 
Hawthorne said.
The second floor of the back buildings 
of Gorgas Hall was used as a sanitarium 
for soldiers who had mental or emotional 
problems and there have been many reports 
of ghostly screams.
Many people have reported seeing women 
wearing white or black dresses, walking up 
and down the staircase behind Gorgas Hall.
Sophomore biology major Lorenzo 
Medina said his favorite part of the tour 
was learning about the national cemetery on 
campus.
Sophomore environmental sciences 
major Sophia A. Hoekema attended the tour 
because of stories she had previously heard 
about the campus.
“I came because I’ve heard a lot of 
interesting stories growing up about the 
campus and from the dorms and people that 
have worked here and family members that 
have come here,” Hoekema said.
Asked why he conducts the tour, 
Hawthorne replied, “Because it’s a 
fascinating thing just wondering what’s here 
on campus, because it interests so many 
people and because we have a really cool 
campus here that we get to study at or work 
at, in my case.”
Tales from the tour: historical facts that haunt UTB/TSC
By Jeanette Martinez
Staff Writer
John Hawthorne, manager and special collections/
archivist for the Arnulfo L. Oliveira Memorial Library, 
explains the history of the tree located between 
Gorgas Hall and the Old Morgue. More than 100 
people attended the Oct. 17 ghost tour, which 





L u i g i 
f r o m 
‘ S u p e r 
M a r i o 
Brothers’ 
because he’s 
tall and I’m taller than all 
my friends. I couldn’t find a 
better outfit that would suit 
me better. ”
Daniel Arizpe 
Freshman English major 
“ M i c k e y 
M o u s e , 
p o r q u e 
se me 
fac i l i ta 
m á s 
p o r q u e 
ya tengo 
los guantes y 
las orejas y es nada más de 
pintarme la nariz negra”.
Rubén Duarte 
Estudiante de negocios de 
primer año
“Me voy a 
vestir de 
p i r a t a 
p o rq u e 






Meladine De La O 
Estudiante de educación 
de primer año
“ I ’ m 
planning 
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I would like to pass along the 
Academic Advising tidbits we 
normally send to our Liberal Arts 
majors via e-mail.
--Before, during and after 
registration, whether at home or 
with an adviser, recheck your 
course selection.
--Utilize all of the student 
services available for you; either 
way, you are paying for them.
--When you meet with any 
student service office, be 
proactive, not aggressive; have a 
civil exchange.
--Contact a specific office to 
eliminate additional walking or 
waiting, i.e., Financial Assistance, 
Business Office, etc.
--When classroom issues 
become apparent, meet with the 
instructor; the issues will not go 
away on their own.
--Yes, university life is to be 
experienced and enjoyed, but 
be cautious with what and how 
much is experienced or enjoyed.
--Maintain your contact 
information, clean out your 
electronic mailbox and review all 
university notices.
--Initiate your employment 
search as a beginning senior; 
background checks could delay 
hiring.
--Apply for graduation on 
time; to assist in degree plan 
evaluation, make the correct 
course selection.
--Review the university catalog; 
for the undergraduate or graduate 
catalog, visit www.utb.edu and 
click on the “Academics” tab.
--Transferring out? Hope not; 
however, if so, contact the college 
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UTB/TSC’s Fiscal Year 2010 budgets 
shows a slight increase over last year’s, despite 
the economic downturn.
Melba Sanchez, assistant vice president 
for the Texas Southmost College Office of 
Finance, said there are two separate operating 
budgets for UTB and TSC.
Each year, the Texas Southmost College 
District board of trustees reviews and approves 
the TSC budget while the UT System board of 
regents approves the UT-Brownsville budget.
TSC’s revenue budget for Fiscal Year 2010 
totals $57.6 million, compared with $56.8 
million for FY 2009.
Sanchez said tax revenues from assessed 
valuations have dropped. As a result, the 
district’s tax revenues increased only 1.8 
percent, compared to last year’s 8 percent 
increase.
“We still have a little bit of growth and we 
still have the base,” she said. “But, we didn’t 
experience the growth that we had previous 
years.”
Sanchez also said that in the past, the district 
would experience a 9 percent to 14 percent 
increase from one year to the next. 
Once TSC’s budget is approved, a portion 
of it is transferred to UTB, she said. This 
fiscal year, $45 million, or 79.9 percent of the 
budget, was transferred. 
 Rosemary Martinez, UTB/TSC’s vice 
president for Business Affairs, said the transfer 
is important.
“[TSC] sends a good portion of their dollars 
and then we operate,” Martinez said. “That’s 
what we call the partnership budget.”
The money transferred to UTB consists 
of $14 million in state appropriations, $27.2 
million in tuition and fees and $3.7 million in 
grants.
When the money is transferred, TSC runs 
on a $12.6 million operating budget funded by 
ad valorem taxes. 
Expenses in TSC’s operating budget are 
$3.3 million for scholarships, $3.4 million 
for operations (which cover district office 
staff, insurance, professional fees, etc.), 
$2.4 million for campus improvements, 
$1.2 million in property acquisitions, $0.8 
million in commitments to UTB (Institutional 
Advancement, grant writers, library resources, 
office of Economic Development and 
Community Relations) and $1.5 million in 
auxiliary and other (funding the Fort Brown 
Memorial Center, golf course, condo expenses, 
Rancho del Cielo and debt service for general 
revenue obligation bonds).
For FY 2010, UTB budget revenues total 
$156.7 million, an 8.9 percent increase from 
FY 2009’s $143.9 million. 
Of the $156.7 million, $57.1 million comes 
from state appropriations; $37.2 million, 
net tuition and fees; $33.8 million, federal 
sponsored programs; $15.6 million, ad 
valorem tax revenue; $9.4 million, state- and 
local-sponsored programs; and $3.6 million, 
auxiliary and other revenues.
State appropriations, the largest revenue 
source, are funded by the Texas Legislature 
from the General Revenue fund. This also 
includes Higher Education Assistance 
Funds, state-paid benefits and special-item 
appropriations.
According to documents provided by 
Martinez, “over the last three years, state 
appropriations have increased by $185 per 
student.”
This fiscal year, sponsored programs 
increased by $4.7 million and the remaining 
revenues increased by $1.6 million. Tuition 
and fee revenue increased 5.7 percent, or $1.9 
million, over last year, due to “rate increases 
plus a marginal growth in semester credit hour 
production.” 
According to information provided by 
Martinez, UTB/TSC ranks second in the UT 
System and 11th in the state among institutions 
with the lowest total academic cost. For the 
university, tuition and fees represent a 24 
percent funding for the total budget, compared 
with 25 percent for all UT campuses.
“The additional revenues will also provide 
funding for the maintenance of new facilities 
that will become available for use at the start 
of Fall 2009 semester,” according to the UTB/
TSC Financial Overview Report dated August 
2009. 
For FY 2010, UTB expenditures total 
$162.3 million, compared with $150.6 million 
in FY 2009. This represents an increase of 7.8 
percent, or $11.7 million.
Expenditures are $57.6 million for instruction 
and academic support, $30.2 million for Plant 
expenditures, $21.5 million for expenditures 
for Student Services and Auxiliary Enterprise, 
$16.9 million for Institutional Support, $3.7 
million for public service and $3.5 million for 
research expenditures.  
The public service consists of the Center for 
Civic Engagement, Workforce and Continuing 
Education, teacher training and high school 
outreach grants.
“UT-Brownsville has developed a balanced 
budget for FY 2010, which has eliminated 
the use of $3.3 million of fund balance to 
support operation during 2009,” according 
to the financial overview document. “The 
FY 2010 will allow the university to maintain 
some momentum to expand and grow the 
educational opportunities for current and 
future students and for our community.”
Slight increase in UTB/TSC’s budget
By Christine Cavazos 
Staff Writer
For more information about Sting Radio underwriting rates, 




(3 mentions per day; 294 spots per semester)
Monthly
$120.00 / month
(3 mentions per day; 90 spots per month)
Weekly
$30.00 / week
(3 mentions per day; 21 spots per month)
Source: UTB/TSC Financial Overview 
The entertainment continues at 6 p.m. with 
a Masquerade Ball. Treats will be served, 
including a brew of “eyeball” punch.
Students are encouraged to wear costumes 
and masks.
Clubs and other student organizations 
can compete in the Monster Mash dance 
competition at 6:15 p.m. Teams of five to 
20 members can show their school spirit 
by performing a maximum five-minute 
Halloween-theme dance.
Each club will select its dancers/participants 
and music. They will be judged based on 
theme, creativity, costumes and teamwork.
The first-place winner will receive $200; 
second-place winner, $100; and third place, 
$50.
“The clubs are competing with each other to 
fundraise for their club, and it’s a way for us to 
get a good entertainment, but at the same time, 
be able to give back some stuff to the clubs,” 
Martinez said.
A Halloween costume contest will follow at 
6:45 p.m.
This year there will be two categories: best 
individual costume and best themed costume.
“Let’s say all The Collegian dresses up as 
the Scooby Doo gang; whoever has the best 
group theme will get to win some prizes,” 
Martinez said.
Individuals, clubs and organization that 
wish to participate may sign up before 6 p.m. 
Oct 30. 
The first-place winner in the individual 
costume contest will receive $100 and the 
group costume winner will be awarded $200.
The last event of Halloween Havoc will be 
the Rocky Horror Time Warp teaser, where 
members of “The Rocky Horror Show” will 
dance the “Time Warp,” the musical’s most 
popular performance.
Halloween Havoc will not include a haunted 
house.
“We couldn’t get a club to [sponsor] it this 
year, so we probably won’t be able to do a 
haunted house,” Martinez said. 
Admission to the event is free, but clubs 
will sell food.
“It’s going to be fun; it’s free, you have free 
movies, free games, you have the opportunity 
to win prizes, you don’t have to pay anything,” 
Martinez said.
For more information, call the office of 
Student Life at 882-7152.
In other Halloween related news, a “Human 
vs. Zombies” (HvZ) contest began today and 
ends at noon Friday.
HvZ is a game of tag popular on college 
campuses. A group of players tries to survive 
a “zombie outbreak” by beating a group of 
“zombie” players, according to its Web site.
The last three remaining humans will win 
individual cash prizes of $50 for first place, 
$30 for second place and $20 for third place. 
The last remaining human also wins the 
option of donating $150 to the registered 
student organization of his or her choice. 
Participants also have a chance to win an 
official HvZ T-shirt.
Rocky Horror Show, Page 7.
Havoc
Continued from Page 1
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The Collegian is the multime-
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ville and Texas Southmost Col-
lege. The newspaper is widely 
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award-winning member of the 
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At 11 a.m. 
Oct. 12, a 
student reported losing his original 
Immigration I-20 form.
At noon the same day, a Physical 
Plant employee reported that a golf 
ball broke a passenger window 
of his Chevrolet Silverado while 
the vehicle was parked in the 
Physical Plant lot. The damage was 
estimated at $150.
At 5:30 p.m. the same day, a 
student’s Hyundai Sonata was 
struck on the right side while it was 
parked in Lot AB. The damage was 
estimated at $500.
At 6:24 p.m. the same day, a 
student stepped out of the New 
Library to make a phone call. 
Upon returning, he noticed that his 
plastic bag, which contained $6 and 
four chocolate bars, was empty. 
He was selling the chocolates for 
his daughter’s elementary school 
fundraiser. The loss was estimated 
at $10.
At 5:52 p.m. Oct. 13, a student 
organization representative 
borrowed a canopy from Student 
Life for a barbecue fundraiser 
between Lot O and the Life and 
Health Sciences Building. Someone 
stole the canopy when it was left 
unattended for five minutes. The 
loss was estimated at $100.
At 7 p.m. the same day, a Campus 
Police officer was dispatched to the 
Target store on East Morrison Road 
to pick up a found Sting Card.
At 8:20 a.m. Oct. 14, a staff 
member reported that food and 
bottled water she left in a room 
in the University Boulevard 
Classroom Building was missing. 
She said she was the last person to 
leave the room the afternoon before 
and noticed one of its doors was 
unlocked that morning. A Campus 
Police guard said the door did not 
close properly.
At 8:30 a.m. the same day, an 
unattended Chrysler LeBaron was 
spotted rolling out of a parking 
space and into the middle of a 
Lot Z travel lane. As a Campus 
Police officer moved the car back 
into its parking space, he noticed 
marijuana on the front passenger 
seat. He took custody of the illegal 
substance and placed it in Campus 
Police’s evidence locker.
At 9:23 a.m. the same day, 
an employee of a restaurant in 
the International Technology, 
Education and Commerce Center 
reported finding a straight pin in 
one of the sugar shakers.
At 10:56 a.m. the same day, 
a Campus Police officer was 
dispatched to the dirt lot between19 
and Jackson streets after a student 
reported witnessing a man enter a 
Jeep Cherokee, take an item and 
quickly enter his car and speed 
away when the Jeep’s alarm 
sounded.
At 11:45 a.m. the same day, 
a student’s 2008 Saturn Sky 
sustained damage to the passenger 
door handle while parked in the 
Workforce Training and Continuing 
Education parking lot. The damage 
was estimated at $300.
At 11:50 a.m. the same day, the 
stereo of a Chevrolet Malibu was 
stolen while the car was parked in 
the lot at 24th and Jackson streets. 
The loss was estimated at $100.
At 6:17 p.m. the same day, 
a Campus Police officer was 
dispatched to the Recreation, 
Education and Kinesiology Center 
regarding a violation of a protective 
order. 
--Compiled by Cynthia 
Hernandez 
Oliveira recognized
State Rep. Rene Oliveira 
(D-Brownsville) has received a 
Legislator of the Year award 
from the Texas Municipal 
League. Oliveira was recognized 
for passing legislation this year 
that extended the authority of 
cities to grant tax abatements, 
without which tax abatement 
authority would have expired 
this year. He also led the House 
Ways and Means Committee in 
the study and ultimate passage 
of appraisal reform legislation. 
The Texas Municipal League is 
a voluntary association of 1,112 
member cities. It was established 
in 1913 to serve the needs and 
advocate the interest of Texas 
cities.
Pumpkin-Carving Contest 
As part of the activities for 
Halloween Havoc, scheduled 
from noon to 8 p.m. Friday at 
the Student Union, the Office 
of Student Life will host a 
Pumpkin-Carving Contest for 
departments. The department 
that wins first place for best 
pumpkin will win a pumpkin pie 
and ice cream party for up to 10 
people. More than one entry for 
judging will be allowed. The 
deadline to submit your carved, 
hollowed-out pumpkin will be 
noon Friday. Contact Stephen 
Cisneros at 882-5138 or stephen.
cisneros@utb.edu for details. 
Patron of the Arts
“Unplugged,” an exhibit 
of work by UTB/TSC Fine 
Arts Professor Carlos Gómez, 
continues through Nov. 13 
in the Rusteberg Art Gallery. 
Admission is $1. The gallery 
is open from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
and from 2:30-5 p.m. Monday, 
2:30 to 5 p.m. Tuesday, 11 a.m.-
2 p.m. Wednesday, 2:30-5 p.m. 
Thursday and 2-5 p.m. Friday. 
For more information, call 882-
7097.
Pianist Juan Pablo Andrade 
will perform in the Valley Piano 
Extravaganza at 8 p.m. Tuesday 
in the SET-B Lecture Hall. 
Admission is $7 for adults, $5 
for senior citizens, children and 
UTB/TSC students with a valid 
ID.
The Faculty and Student 
Multi-Piano Concert takes place 
at 8 p.m. Thursday in the SET-B 
Lecture Hall. Admission is $7 
for adults, $5 for senior citizens, 
children and UTB/TSC students 
with a valid ID.
Three student recitals are 
scheduled at 1, 2 and 3 p.m. 
Friday in the SET-B Lecture 
Hall. Admission is free. For more 
information, call 882-7025.
Respiratory Therapy event
The UTB/TSC Respiratory 
Therapy Department will 
sponsor an “Open House” from 
5 to 8 p.m. Wednesday in Life 
and Health Sciences Building 
room 1.502. There will be 
exciting demonstrations of the 
equipment used in the field, prize 
drawings, food sales and a silent 
auction. For more information, 
call 882-5010.
Dodgeball Tournament 
Registration for the 6-on-6 Co-
Rec Dodgeball Tournament will 
end Wednesday. The tournament, 
hosted by Campus Recreation, 
takes place at 2 p.m. Friday 
in the REK Center. For more 
information, or to sign up, visit 
www.campusrecreation.utb.edu, 
or call 882-5970.
 Study Skills workshops 
The Student Success Center 
will present a Study Skills 
workshop titled “Financial 
Wellness” from 11 a.m. to noon 
Thursday in SET-B 2.520. For 
more information, call the Student 
Success Center at 882-8292. 
The Learning Enrichment 
Center will present a Study 
Skills workshop titled “How to 
Study Mathematics” from 1 to 2 
p.m. Wednesday in Cardenas Hall 
North 104. For more information, 
call the Learning Enrichment 
Center at 882-8208.
SGA meeting
The Student Government 
Association meets at 5 p.m. each 
Thursday in the Student Union’s 
Salon Gardenia. Students may 
offer suggestions, comments or 
concerns about UTB/TSC during 
the “Let Your Voice Be Heard” 
portion of the meeting. For more 
information, call SGA President 
Ruby de la Fuente at 882-5877.
Civic Engagement meeting
The Civic Engagement 
Scholars Club, a campus 
community service organization, 
meets at 4 p.m. every Friday in 
the Cueto Building, located at 
1301 E. Madison St. For more 
information, call 882-4303.
Seasonal flu vaccines
Seasonal flu vaccines are 
available at Student Health 
Services at a discount price of 
$10 for students who are 19 years 
or older and $5 for those who are 
younger than 19. The seasonal flu 
vaccine does not protect against 
the H1N1 flu, but prevents 
having both types of viruses 
simultaneously, which can have 
a serious impact on a person’s 
health. The best time to walk in 
and get the vaccine is 8 to 10 
a.m. Monday through Friday and 
4:30 to 6:30 p.m. Tuesdays and 
Thursdays. Otherwise, call 882-
3896 to make an appointment.
Blanket drive
Student Health Services and 
the Center for Civic Engagement 
are sponsoring a blanket drive for 
the families of the Buena Vida 
Community through Friday. The 
blankets will be collected at the 
following locations: Education 
and Business Complex 1.120, 
2.208, 2.504, SET-B 2.342, 
Oliveira Library 201, Cortez Hall 
237, Cardenas Hall South 238 
and 303, Tandy Hall 115, Old 
Education Building, Riverside I 
and the Cueto Building, 1301 E. 
Madison St. The blankets will be 
distributed by the Good Neighbor 
Settlement House. For more 
information, contact Eugenia 
Curet, director of Student Health 
Services, at 882-8951 or via 
e-mail at eugenia.curet@utb.
edu, or Kathy Bussert-Webb at 
882-4302 or via e-mail at kathy.
bussertwebb@utb.edu.
HEART Gallery  grand opening
The HEART Gallery of the 
Rio Grande Valley will have its 
grand opening from 6:30 to 8:30 
p.m. Nov. 5 at the Children’s 
Museum of Brownsville in 
Dean Porter Park. The HEART 
Gallery promotes adoption of 
children in the state foster care 
program. Portraits of individual 
children and sibling groups will 
be on display Nov. 5 through 
Dec. 15 in the museum. For more 
information about adoption and 




Colon, who spent 17 years on 
Florida’s Death Row for a crime 
he did not commit, will speak 
from 7 to 9 p.m. Nov. 8 in El 
Buen Pastor United Methodist 
Church, 435 W. Boca Chica 
Blvd. The lecture is part of the 
“Witness to Injustice” speakers 
tour. For more information, 
contact Joe Krause at 831-4354, 
or e-mail him at Jjrkrause@aol.
com.
Veterans Day Ceremony
The Veterans Upward Bound 
program will host the 10th annual 
Veterans Day Ceremony at 
noon Nov. 10 on the Cardenas 
Hall South Lawn. For more 
information, call the Veterans 
Upward Bound Office at 882-
7609. 
Evening Under the Stars
The Center for Gravitational 
Wave Astronomy seeks 
volunteers for its “Evening 
Under the Stars” event, which 
will take place at 7 p.m. Nov. 14 on 
the grounds of the Nompuewenu 
Observatory at UTB/TSC. 
For more information, e-mail 
observatory@phys.utb.edu.
--Compiled by Deidre 
Chaisson
If you would like your 
organization or department news 
published in The Collegian’s 
Briefs section, call Deidre 
Chaisson at 882-5116 or send her 
an e-mail at collegian@utb.edu.
Instead of the usual trick-or-treating, 
this Halloween you have the chance to see 
a student version of a cult classic live on 
campus.
Dingbat Productions, the Campus 
Activities Board and the Offi ce of Student 
Life have teamed up for the production of 
“The Rocky Horror Show,” to be shown at 
8 p.m. and midnight Saturday in the SET-B 
Lecture Hall.
The play is based on the 1975 movie 
“The Rocky Horror Picture Show,” and will 
have the “same concept as the movie,” said 
Student Life Director Sergio Martinez.
“They’ll be singing throughout the play, 
just like the movie,” Martinez said.
The musical is under the direction of 
senior biology major Arthur Gonzalez, who 
will also play the role of Dr. Frank N Furter. 
Gonzalez also produced the performance 
of “The Rocky Horror Show” on campus 
two years ago, his freshman year.
“It just seemed so symmetrical,” he 
said. “I started it off with orgies and 
transvestites, and I think it’s only fi tting to 
end my undergraduate career in the same 
manner. … It’s my last year here and I 
gotta’ do it.”
About 25 people make up the cast 
and crew and are also a part of Dingbat 
Productions, a newly formed student 
organization. The play features Aldo 
Martinez as Brad, Nancy Singlaterry as 
Columbia, Peter Egly as Eddie, Francisco 
Garza as Dr. Everett Scott, Jennifer 
Larrasquitu as Janet, Marilyn Morales as 
Magenta, Gil Gonzalez as the narrator, 
Fernando Zamora as Riff Raff, Nathan 
Withers as Rocky Horror and Sandra 
Singlaterry as the usherette.
“The thing about this production is that 
the cast is so strong,” Gonzalez said. “It’s 
just one of those shows where there’s a 
whole lot of great things going on with it.”
Most of the music will be played live by 
a band offstage. 
“They’re a group of students who 
volunteered and they’re going to be playing 
the music live,” Martinez said. “That way, it 
gives them an opportunity to work with the 
actors there. It’s going to be awesome.” 
The box offi ce will open one hour before 
each performance. Admission is $4 for 
UTB/TSC students, $5 for nonstudents and 
$10 for reserved seating. Advance tickets 
are being sold by CAB for $3. To purchase 
an advance ticket, call CAB President 
Danny Garza at 266-6607.
Plans are also in the works to broadcast 
the show on MyUTBTSC Blackboard.
“Of course, this is all tentative,” 
Gonzalez said. “We’re still trying to fi gure 
it out, but we plan to broadcast it live. … 
It’s not quite as fun yelling into the screen, 
but you can, you’re free to do that.”
The crew will also have a free teaser 
performance of “Time Warp” as the last 
event of Halloween Havoc, which takes 
place Friday afternoon in the Student 
Union veranda. 
One of the major elements that sets 
“The Rocky Horror Show” apart from 
other musicals is the audience interaction, 
Gonzalez explained. As the original movie 
grew in popularity, certain customs were 
established, such as throwing a piece of 
toast onto the stage when a character calls 
for “a toast.” But the audience interaction 
doesn’t end there.
“There’s a good chance you’re going to 
get a lap dance if you go to that show,” he 
said. “You’ll get one from me, probably.”
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Scary ’Scopes
By Hugo E. Rodríguez
Sports Editor
Aries (March 21-April 19): Sacrifi ces 
are always made Halloween night, but 
before you take that knife to that goat’s 
throat, know that I mean sacrifi ces in the 
sense that you may have to cut down your 
trick-or-treating hours and/or drive more 
carefully on the roads. But seriously, put 
the knife down. 
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Be original 
this Halloween. Instead of being Michael 
Jackson, dress up in a gorilla suit. No one 
ever expects gorilla suits, and you’ll be sure 
to get a laugh. Unless you get confused 
for an actual gorilla and get hauled off to 
Gladys Porter Zoo. Then again, that might 
actually be hilarious, just not for you.
Gemini (May 21-June 21): Gemini, the 
twins, twofold opportunities for you to be 
scared and likewise, twice the chances of 
you scaring someone else. You only have 
one big “Boo!” stored in your system. Use 
it wisely.
Cancer (June 22-July 22): One thing 
people often overlook when they visit 
buildings is how strong they are in the 
eventuality of a zombie invasion. Truth 
be told, few buildings on campus are 
zombie-proof, so your best bet in surviving 
a zombie invasion is the cardinal rule: 
constant vigilance.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 23): This week’s 
greatest fright from you will come not from 
a haunted house or a scary story in The 
Collegian, but by checking MyUTBTSC 
Blackboard’s Student Gradebook and 
fi nding out you failed your midterm.
Virgo (Aug. 24-Sept. 22): When out 
and about at your Halloween parties and 
you run into someone in a wolf-man or 
monster costume, make sure that these 
are, in fact, costumes before you crack a 
“Whoa, nice costume!” joke.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23: Certain areas 
on campus are known to be haunted, 
particularly the older buildings in Gorgas 
Hall. So if you happen to work there, 
remember that if you hear things that 
go bump in the night, it’s not the air-
conditioning kicking in.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Look 
behind you, there’s a--no, on the other 
hand, you’re better off not looking behind 
you. Just keep doing your thing and ignore 
the lingering presence behind you.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): A 
Halloween prank involving a bow and 
arrow may seem like a great idea, but try 
to have a professional do it; otherwise, real 
blood will take the place of fake blood at 
your Halloween party.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): 
Sometimes, we take advantage of Mother 
Nature to such extents that we have stopped 
fearing her. This is quite possibly one of 
humanity’s greatest mistakes. Be smarter 
than the rest and respect the wilderness.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 19): We have 
truly known only a small percentage of 
the world’s oceans, and there are things 
beyond the fathoms that have escaped 
even our most advanced technology. 
While you’re out swimming in the ocean, 
sometimes it’s best not to look down.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20): No matter 
how scary they make movies nowadays, 
remember that reality is always stranger, 





Major: Educational psychology 
Zodiac Sign: Virgo
What is your ideal guy? “He has to 
be a hard worker … and has to come to 
school.”
Do you believe in love at fi rst sight? 
“No.”
What are your hobbies? “I go out 
dancing with my friends. I play soccer. I 
like to [watch] movies and study.”
What is your favorite color? “Purple.”
Describe yourself in three words. 
“Happy, giver and dreamer.”
Do you like short or long hair? “Short.”
Best place to go on a date? “Maybe go 
out wherever and just dance.”
What is your favorite food? “Chinese.”
Do you prefer brains or brawn? 
“Brains.”
Do you prefer comfort or fashion? 
“Comfort.”
What is your favorite class this 
semester? “Child psychology.”  
Do you like silent and mysterious types 
or the life of the party? “Life of the 
party.”
Would you like to date somebody from 






--Compiled by Rene Cardona Jr.
If you would like to be featured in Cupid’s 
Corner, call Cleiri Quezada at 882-5143 
or send her an e-mail at collegian@utb.
edu. 
Cornerupid’s
UTB/TSC to ‘do the Time Warp again’
By David Boon
Staff Writer
Alumnus Fernando Zamora impersonates Riff Raff during a rehearsal of “The Rocky Horror Show” on Tuesday 
in the Student Organizations room. Also shown are students who portray Transylvanians in the play. 
LUCIANA MORALES/COLLEGIAN
There’s a good chance 
you’re going to get a 
lap dance if you go to 
that show. ... You’ll 
get one from me, 
probably.
“
”--Arthur Gonzalez, “Dr. Frank N Furter”
Halloween Havoc, Page 1.
ELIZABETH A. PEREZ/COLLEGIAN
Grateful and nostalgic, UTB/TSC alumni 
came back to UTB/TSC to inform and inspire 
current student leaders during the first annual 
Former Student Leader Reception.
Cheese, crackers and a variety of other 
finger foods dotted the plates of about 55 at-
tendees. Former leaders mingled with current 
students who participate in such organizations 
as the Student Government Association, Resi-
dent Housing Association, Scorpion Ambas-
sadors, The Collegian, Scorpiontation and the 
Leadership and Mentorship Program.
Coordinated by the Division of Student Af-
fairs, the reception’s goal was to perpetuate 
leadership through exemplification and gather 
information on past leaders and their endeav-
ors.
“We look for former SGA, former Colle-
gian, former student organizational leaders, 
[Bougainvillea] kings and queens, orientation 
leaders, leaders and mentors,” said Mari Fuen-
tes-Martin, associate vice president of Student 
Affairs and dean of students. “We were trying 
to get a really big list because … students re-
ally listen to student mentors, so we are trying 
to specifically build our database of the stu-
dent leaders on campus and those that made 
an impact on student life.” 
Fuentes-Martin organized the event and 
said she hopes it continues as a pertinent part 
of UTB/TSC’s Homecoming. 
“We hope that this will be the first of an an-
nual event every October, where we celebrate 
Homecoming and invite alumni back,” she 
said.
Her selection of current students was based 
on their level of involvement and hopes that 
one day these students will come back to par-
ticipate in the reception as speakers.
As a slideshow played on the Student Union 
Gran Salon’s back wall, the former leaders 
were encouraged to talk about their current job 
positions and UTB/TSC experiences.
Among those who spoke were Edward C. 
Camarillo, now District 4 Brownsville city 
commissioner, and his brother, Michael Ca-
marillo, both of whom were SGA presidents; 
Erasmo Castro, also a former SGA president; 
Olga Garcia, a senior telecommunications 
operator installer for UTB/TSC and a former 
president of the UTB/TSC Alumni Associa-
tion; Rhonda Spurlock-Dahlke, director of the 
Women’s Leadership Council and special 
events for United Way of San Antonio and 
Bexar County; and Lucia Ortega, legislative 
assistant for U.S. Rep. Solomon Ortiz (D-
Texas).
They reminisced about their days at UTB/
TSC and reiterated the importance of leader-
ship. 
Spurlock-Dahlke was actively involved on 
campus in 1978 and 1979 as The Collegian 
co-managing editor and SGA president at Tex-
as Southmost College. She said she is grateful 
for the leadership that TSC helped nurture. 
“[It] was probably the best starting ground 
to jump-start me into a life of lifelong lead-
ership,” Spurlock-Dahlke said. “The experi-
ences I learned here were very, very close to 
my heart.”
Because of the opportunities UTB/TSC 
now offers, she is a big proponent of students 
staying near their communities. 
“It’s wise for you to stay at your community 
and support your community school,” Spur-
lock-Dahlke said. “Brownsville needs great 
leaders. … You guys are going to be the lead-
ers here in Brownsville and it’s very exciting 
to me.” 
Grateful toward UTB/TSC for helping to 
build her leadership skills, Ortega spoke about 
her positions during her years at UTB/TSC, 
which included peer mentor for Students To-
gether, Involving, Networking and Guiding-
-or STING--founder of the Border History 
Club and 2005 Bougainvillea Queen. 
“I was trying to help out at most events pos-
sible and people saw how motivated I was and 
they kept believing in me and told me about 
an internship in D.C. and I did it,” Ortega said. 
“And, now, I’m very glad for what UTB did. 
If it wouldn’t have been for UTB and the lead-
ers at that time, I wouldn’t be where I am at 
right now.”
Christopher Longoria, a junior business ma-
jor, also attended the reception. He served as 
president of the Resident Housing Association 
and as a former senator for the SGA. Longoria 
noted the importance of leadership. 
“The fact that so many of the campus lead-
ers have gone on to big careers … is pretty 
cool,” Longoria said. “I guess the leadership 
on campus helps build you up to be a leader 
[and] take leader responsibilities anywhere 
else.”
Scorpion Ambassador and junior biology 
major Jessica Montiel also attended the event 
and was inspired to continue in her activities 
although facing the most laborious epoch of 
the semester, midterm weeks. 
“You go about your day and you forget 
about how thrilling it is to succeed in what you 
want to do and then when you have confer-
ences like this, it’s kind of a wakeup call to 
keep you going, especially at this time of the 
semester,” Montiel said. “You leave kind of 
like, ‘I should go study and I should work and 
I should do this.’ It’s a reminder to pursue your 
goals.”
The Former Student Leader Reception was 
part of Scorpion Forever Homecoming Week 
2009.
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Scorpions unite over lunch and leadership 





UTB/TSC staff members speak with alumnus Rhonda Spurlock-Dahlke (second from 
right) on Oct. 17 during the Golden Scorpion Reunion. Shown (from left) are Ruth Ann 
Ragland, vice president for Institutional Advancement; Ken Turpen, associate vice 
president for Development; and Olga Garcia, senior telecommunications operator 
installer and former president of the UTB/TSC Alumni Association. 
Past and present Scorpion student leaders who attended the leadership banquet on Oct. 17 were (front row, from 
left) Michael Peña, Debbie Ann Perez, Aragelia Salazar, Karen Bartnicki, Olga Garcia and Graciela L. Salazar. 
Second row: Eric Morales, Alma Garza, Miguel Salazar and Mayra Urteaga. Third row: Monica Alvarado, 
Rhonda Spurlock-Dahlke, Christopher Longoria, Keirsten Velasquez, Jessica Montiel and Fernanda Revilla. 
Fourth row: Joshuah Law, Daniel Garcia, Gloria Alcaraz, Jennifer Lopez and Julianna Sosa. Fifth row: Rosa Law 
and Jason Moody. Sixth row: Lily Galindo, Ana Perez, Belinda Carréon, Raul Castrejon, Alicia Canales. Seventh 
row: Michael Camarillo, Lucy Ortega and Isis Lopez. Eighth row: Alfredo Lima, Jesus Cerbin, Linda Castro, 
Almendra Garcia and Jorge Muñoz. Ninth row: Sergio Martinez, Edward Camarillo, Abraham Ponce, Erasmo 






Runners take part in the STEMS 5K Run/1- Mile 
race, held Oct. 17 on the UTB/TSC campus. 
Sylvester Fernandez won the 5K run with a time 
of 16 minutes and 23 seconds. The event raised 
funds for training South Texas Engineering, Math 
and Science organization members and attending 
trips. STEMS Program Director Javier Garcia said 
more than 1,200 people attended, 700 of whom 
participated in the races.
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Imagínate que estas solo sentado en un 
salón y ya es muy noche, estás escribiendo 
en una computadora y súbitamente ves el 
reflejo de alguien detrás de ti.
Esa es una historia real. Le pasó a Karla 
Miranda, estudiante de arte de último año, 
alrededor de las 3 a.m. cuando estaba en el 
edificio Rusteberg, donde asiste a clases de 
arte.
“Estaba ahí sola”, platicó Miranda. “No 
había nadie más, estoy 100 por ciento segura, 
porque alrededor de la media noche, el 
conserje fue y me dijo que era la única ahí. … 
Estaba en mi computadora escribiendo algo 
en Google o Wikipedia, y [en la pantalla] de 
mi computadora se refleja todo. Es como un 
espejo cuando la pones contra la luz”.
“Estaba viendo la pantalla y vi mi reflejo, 
y de repente veo que alguien se me acerca, 
por encima de mi hombro”. 
Miranda dijo que se quedó inmóvil.
“Estaba paralizada de que estuviera ahí 
todavía, y luego, se fue hacia un costado”, 
comentó. “…Volteé y nadie estaba ahí, no 
había nadie en el edificio”.
Ese no es el único incidente que Miranda 
ha experimentado en Rusteberg.
En otra ocasión, Miranda estaba con su 
novio en ese mismo salón.
“Pusimos un CD y [el volumen de] 
la música empezó a subir y bajar, subir 
y bajar”, mencionó. “La grabadora era 
nueva y sonaba como si alguien estuviera 
jugando con el volumen, como subiéndole 
y bajándole”.
John Hawthorne, director asistente de la 
biblioteca Arnulfo L. Oliveira, dijo que los 
fantasmas son fenómenos que no se pueden 
explicar con la ciencia.
“Los ortodoxos, los cristianos creen que 
hay ángeles y que hay demonios”, señaló 
Hawthorne, “y ambos están activos en 
esta tierra para hacer el bien o el mal. … 
Una perspectiva más secular sería que los 
fantasmas son espíritus de personas que 
tienen asuntos pendientes en esta vida y que 
no pueden continuar hacia la siguiente vida 
hasta no terminar esos asuntos pendientes”. 
Entonces, ¿UTB/TSC está embrujada? 
Algunos miembros de la comunidad de la 
universidad piensan que sí.
“Te acostumbras”, expresó Claudia 
Estrada, estudiante de educación de segundo 
año.
Estrada trabaja en la biblioteca Oliveira.
“Aquí, en la biblioteca, ha pasado que el 
radio se mueve de estación [solo]”, explicó 
Estrada. “Oyes el sonido de que se caen 
libros y vas y te asomas y no hay ningún libro 
movido. O, en la cocina, hay unos [estantes] 
que se mueven, y vas y te asomas y no hay 
nadie. A mí me ha pasado que me hablan 
en el oído, que me hablan y volteo y no hay 
nadie. [Dicen] mi nombre, ‘Claudia’”.
Pero esos no son los incidentes más 
escalofriantes que Estrada ha tenido en la 
biblioteca.
“Estábamos un día estudiando, ya era bien 
noche, eran como las 11p.m.”, mencionó. 
“[Mi amigo] estaba en la computadora, en la 
[computadora portátil], y yo estaba enfrente 
de él, estábamos en una mesa redonda. … Yo 
le estoy dictando lo que tiene que escribir. 
Después, volteo a verlo y veo que me está 
viendo fijamente a mí. 
“Y luego, después, desvió su mirada hacia 
un lado y se tapó la cara. Y yo me quedo, 
pues que tiene, y volteo en corto para ver 
que vio, y luego me dice ‘Claudia, Claudia, 
enseguida de ti, enseguida de ti’, él con las 
manos en la cara. [Le contesto] ‘No hay 
nada’. Le [pregunto] ‘¿Que viste?’, y le 
quitaba las manos de la cara, y él no quería 
moverlas. Cuando se las quita me dice, 
‘Estaba una persona como tipo quemada 
con un libro en las manos enseguida de tí’”. 
Estrada dijo que esa experiencia fue 
espeluznante.
“Eso sí estuvo feo, yo no sentí nada, nada 
más vi su cara de que se espantó todo”, 
mencionó sobre su amigo.  
El profesor de antropología, Tony 
Zavaleta, quien trabaja en la oficina del 
Preboste, platicó que él no es “una de esas 
personas obsesionadas con los fantasmas”.
Por Graciela L. Salazar
Editora de Español
¿ n v r i a  e b u a a 
Se realizó un gran concierto de música en español el miércoles en el estacionamiento 
del Amigoland Event Center, 1010 México Blvd. El concierto del Valle de Texas de la 
estación de radio mexicana XHMLS-FM (91.3), o EXA, reunió a más de 20,000 personas, 
de acuerdo a Ivett Cruz Díaz, asistente operativo de Grupo Radio Avanzado.












Diseño: Graciela L. Salazar
•Vea ‘Embrujada,’ Página 12
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UTB/TSC has become the first university 
in Texas to offer a bachelor’s degree in 
Spanish translation and interpretation.
The Texas Higher Education Coordinating 
Board approved the degree plan in 
September.
José Dávila-Montes, director of the 
Translation and Interpretation Office and 
a professor in the Modern Languages 
Department, said the first generation of 
students will graduate this December.
Dávila-Montes explained that the 
objective of the program is “training highly 
capable and qualified professionals for a 
career that takes many years of preparation 
and sensibility that goes further than simply 
being able to use languages.”
He said that no other university in Texas 
offers a bachelor’s in Spanish translation 
and interpretation.
“Being the first in the state, of course, 
makes us proud,” Dávila-Montes said. “But 
it couldn’t happen any other way; it had to 
be us.”
Dania López-García, chair of the Modern 
Languages Department, said it’s an honor to 
have this bachelor’s degree program.
“It is something we need,” López-García 
said. “It’s going to be the only one in Texas 
and there are a few … in the nation. It’s 
something very important.”
She said the program will be very useful.
“Not only for the students that are here, but 
also to attract more students from outside,” 
López-García said. “It is a discipline that 
has a demand right now and it’s always 
beneficial for students to have these abilities 
of translation and interpretation.”
According to statistics from the 2008-
2009 Occupational Outlook Handbook 
from the U.S. Department of Labor, job 
availability will increase for interpreters and 
translators. 
“Employment of interpreters and 
translators is projected to increase 24 percent 
over the 2006-16 decade, much faster than 
the average for all occupations,” according 
to the publication.
The Labor Department’s Web site states 
that in 2006, interpreters and translators 
earned an average of $17.10 per hour.
Ivy Prince, a senior Spanish translation 
and interpretation major, said the university 
will benefit from this program.
“Above all, because we are in the [Rio 
Grande] Valley and we already know both 
languages, the majority of the people,” 
Prince said. “We have good Spanish, good 
English; and it’s not easy, translating and 
interpreting isn’t easy. … It’s hard and very 
interesting and an awesome degree.”
Ivan Torres, a sophomore Spanish 
translation and interpretation major, said he 
is happy with the creation of the bachelor’s 
degree.
“They have been announcing this since a 
few semesters ago, and I think it’s great that 
there is a bachelor in translation,” Torres 
said. “We have been waiting a long time for 
this to happen, but the announcement wasn’t 
official until a short time ago.”
He explained how he discovered he was 
interested in translation and interpretation. 
“It started as a hobby,” Torres said. “But 
I realized I had a talent for languages, so I 
decided that this will be the bachelor that 
will give me the best results.”
Some of the classes in the degree 
plan are Legal Translation, Translation 
technologies, English-Spanish translation, 
Spanish-English Translation, Commercial 
Translation, Financial Translation and 
Medical Translation.
New master’s program
In other Modern Languages news, 
the department has received a grant to 
implement a master’s degree in translation 
and interpretation.
UTB/TSC received $299,566 to create 
the master’s program, according to a news 
release from the Office of the U.S. Rep. 
Solomon P. Ortiz (D-Texas). 
“I am very, very happy with this new 
program,” López-García said. “I know it 
will have a lot of success. Again, it’s one of 
those programs that is not available, that we 
also need, and that will attract the interest of 
the students here, and I think from around 
the nation, and internationally.”
The program is being developed so that 
it can be approved by the Texas Higher 
Education Coordinating Board. 
The master will be completely online and 
some of the courses already are being taught 
because they are part of the diplomate in 
translation studies.
For more information, visit www.utb-
translation.org or send an e-mail to jose.
davila@utb.edu.
Bachelor’s in translation approved
By Graciela L. Salazar
Spanish Editor
Bachelor’s of applied arts and sciences junior Victoria 
B. Longoria reviews a class assignment Oct. 7 in her 
Translation Techonology class.
ElizabEth a. PErEz/CollEgian
The early registration period for Spring 
2010 begins Nov. 17. Are you ready? 
It’s wise to plan ahead! Now is the best 
time to make an appointment with your 
academic adviser. Advisers are not just for 
helping you register for classes. We are 
here to help you plan your future and to 
avoid pitfalls along the way. Here are some 
points to consider:
--Those with an appointment will be 
seen first.  The Academic Advising Cen-
ter will make every effort to see as many 
walk-in students as possible, but without 
an appointment, you should be prepared to 
wait.
--Avoid surprises!  (What do you mean 
my registration can’t be completed at this 
time!?)  Make sure you don’t have any 
holds. Have you paid that parking ticket or 
library fine?
--Have you completed all testing re-
quirements? 
First time freshmen should talk to an 
advisor about their test results to ensure 
proper placement in classes. If you are not 
college-ready in any area (reading, writing 
or mathematics), take those courses that 
will help you to improve your skills first! 
Remember to ask your adviser if you 
have been completely cleared. You will be 
blocked from upper-level (3000-, 4000-
level) courses if you have not. Many stu-
dents, who have taken all their required de-
velopmental courses semesters ago, don’t 
find out their record has not been updated 
until they run into that block during regis-
tration. 
--If this is not your first visit, dig out 
that degree plan you’ve been working on 
and bring it along. This will save time for 
both you and your adviser, and will ensure 
you are still following the plan you started 
with. Requirements for your major may 
have changed since you started, but you 
should continue to follow the plan with 
which you started.  (Do you know your 
Catalog Year?)
--If this is your first visit, it’s also time to 
declare a major and sign your degree plan. 
--You may need to speak to a departmen-
tal adviser or faculty adviser from your 
major, especially for permission to enroll 
in some courses. Your adviser can help you 
make contact with the department. 
--Determine your Satisfactory Academic 
Progress standing. If you need to, take this 
opportunity to sign a contract and prepare 
an Academic Success Plan. 
--See the “big picture.” Know what you 
are going to take each semester so that you 
can balance out your semesters.  
--Prerequisites will be a big part of the 
planning process. Review your entire pro-
gram of study with your adviser, not just 
one semester at a time. Know which cours-
es must be taken before others and which 
must be taken together (concurrently.)  Ask 
your adviser about placement testing for 
mathematics or Spanish credit by exam. 
--Be an active participant in planning 
your educational future. Learn all the re-
quirements to earn your degree. Is it time 
to apply for graduation? See your adviser 
for a graduation check. There is no more 
disappointing news than to find out you 
won’t be graduating on time because you 
failed to plan. 
--Decide exactly what courses and 
when--the Spring 2010 Course Schedule is 
posted online at www.utb.edu. At the Aca-
demic Advising Center, you can learn how 
to access and use Scorpion Online. It is so 
much easier: no waiting in line and can be 
done in your pajamas at 6 a.m. 
--Know exactly what course and section 
you need and register early. Many of your 
favorite courses, professors or time slots 
will be filled very quickly. Avoid the wait-
list.
Almost all of these issues can be re-
solved today, so why wait? Make your ap-
pointment now.
The Academic Advising Center is locat-
ed at the Camille Lightner Center and can 
be reached at 882-7362 or at academicad-
vising@utb.edu. We look forward to see-
ing you!




$400 per month/$49 per day 
www.uisroom.com
Call 956-546-0381
•Furnished, large rooms, 





•$500 per month double occupancy
•Flexible month-to-month 
  agreement
•All utilities paid 
  (cable, water, electricity)
•Near the UTB main campus, 
  8 min. walk
•Security Surveillance 
55 Sam Perl Blvd.
(off 12th St.)
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The Industrial Technology Department 
plans to expand its curriculum requirements 
to include some green options in degree 
programs. 
Jesus Galvan, interim chair of Industrial 
Technology, said in an interview with The 
Collegian that the department’s plan is to 
include the “go green” trend in certificates.
Galvan is already working on the design 
of the courses that will include more 
environmentally friendly practices. One of 
the courses will include the use of geothermal 
equipment.
“It’s been around for a long time,” he said. 
“We use water as a media to do the change 
from vapor stage to a liquid stage; instead 
of using air, we are using water. But this has 
been around for a long time. Nobody wanted 
to use it because the installation and the initial 
costs is a lot, but now that everything is going 
green, I think we are going to go back to that 
and show them how it’s going to work and the 
benefits of it and you would be surprised how 
much benefit there is.”
 Galvan was a student at Texas Southmost 
College in 1982, after retiring from the 
U.S. Navy. He became interested in the air-
conditioning and refrigeration certificate after 
a friend repaired his refrigerator.
“He charged me $26,” he recalled, “and at 
that time, that was a lot of money and he said, 
‘Galvan, you are not paying me for what I did, 
you are paying me for what I know,’ and that 
did it right there. Next week, I was in school.” 
About 110 students are enrolled in technical 
programs, according to Galvan.
The Industrial Technology Department, 
located in the International Technology, 
Education and Commerce Center, offers six 
programs: Automotive Technology, Auto Body 
Repair Technology, Construction Technology, 




 Desiderio “Desi” Rios, who 
served as vice president and 
dean of the Vocational Technical 
Division at Texas Southmost 
College, founded the technical 
programs in the 1960s.
Some of the certificates have areas of 
specialization. Chuck Wagner, an electrical 
instructor, explained one example.
“Construction technology has a commercial 
electrician specialization and we teach 
everything there is to know about commercial 
wiring in commercial buildings,” Wagner said. 
“We also do the very basics, electrical theory, 
electrical safety and electrical calculations.”
Wagner said students have better possibilities 
of working with a contractor, if they finish 
their certificates. 
“As a beginning apprentice,” Wagner said, 
“if they don’t know the basics, they start at the 
very bottom, but my guys, they start out at the 
bottom, but within a couple of months … they 
actually step up faster, it’s a better way to go.” 
The certificates are offered every semester 
and if there is a lot of demand, the department 
opens more sessions to accommodate 
students.
“Automotive, for instance, 
we had a big enrollment there, 
so we had to offer different 
sections,” Galvan said. “Now, 
we are running two morning 
sessions, one afternoon session 
and then at night.” 
Manuel Pardo, a first-year 
A/C and refrigeration student, had a similar 
experience that sparked his interest. 
“[The] A/C from my house broke and I 
saw that, when they came to fix it, it was good 
income, so that’s when I decided to come, get 
some information and enroll,” Pardo said.
Juan Olvera, a second-year A/C and 
refrigeration student, decided to enroll in 
the certificate program because he saw there 
was demand for technicians in the area. He 
runs a small-appliance repair shop, where he 
is applying the knowledge he obtains in his 
classes.
Industrial Technology plans to go green
By Mayra Urteaga
Staff Writer
First-year A/C and refrigeration major Pedro Garcia repairs 
a refrigerator during class Thursday at the International 
Technology, Education and Commerce Center.
Michael Peña/collegian
 On the Cutting edge 
seCOnd in a series:
“You get used to it,” said 
sophomore education major Claudia 
Estrada.
Estrada works at the Arnulfo L. 
Oliveira Memorial Library.
“Here, in the library, it’s happened 
that the radio changes stations [by 
itself],” Estrada said in Spanish. 
“You hear the sound of books that 
fall and you go and no books have, 
there are no books moved. Or, in the 
kitchen, there are shelves that move, 
and you go [check it out] and there’s 
no one. It’s also happened to me that 
they talk in my ear, they talk to me. I 
turn around and there is no one. They 
say my name, ‘Claudia.’”
But, those aren’t the scariest 
incidents that Estrada has had at the 
library.
“One day, we were studying; it was 
really late, like 11 p.m.,” she said. 
“[My friend] was on the computer, a 
laptop, and I was in front of him. We 
were [sitting at] a round table. … I’m 
dictating what he has to write, I look 
at him and I see he’s looking at me. 
“Then, suddenly he looks away 
and covers his face. I’m thinking, 
what’s wrong with him, and I turn 
around to see what he looked at 
and he tells me, with his hands still 
covering his face, ‘Claudia, Claudia, 
next to you, next to you.’ I answer, 
‘There’s nothing there.’ I ask, ‘What 
did you see?’ and I would try to take 
his hands off his face and he didn’t 
want to move them. When he finally 
moves his hands, he says, ‘There was 
a person, like burned, with a book in 
his hands next to you.’”
Estrada said that experience was 
scary.
“That was creepy, I didn’t feel 
anything, I just saw his face all 
scared,” she said of her friend.  
Veronica Cortez, a secretary in 
the President’s Office, experienced 
a spooky situation several years ago 
in the women’s restroom of the Old 
Education Building.
“There were only two [stalls] for 
the restroom. No one’s there, I’m 
by myself and then I hear someone 
come in to the next [stall and] lock 
the door,” Cortez said, “which was 
fine. [I thought] somebody else is 
using it, and then they flush. But, 
while I’m hearing this, I’m looking 
that under the [stall], you can’t see 
any feet. So, I thought, maybe they 
have their feet up or something. So, I 
finish my business, I get up, and then 
when I’m walking by it, I see that the 
door is locked, but there’s no one in 
there. Someone came in, and opened 
the [stall] and they did lock it, and 
they flushed it. But, nobody went out 
and nobody was there. That was in 
the middle of the day.”
Cortez said that on another 
occasion, in 1999, she was working 
late with a friend on a Friday night.
“In my boss’ office, we heard the 
typewriter,” Cortez said. “So, we 
open the door and there was nobody 
there. We called Campus Police and 
he just said, ‘You know what; it’s 
late, just go home.’”
Senior psychology major Daniela 
Siller had an experience when 
working at the Scorpion Body Shop.
“When I would open up at 6 a.m. 
and it would be empty, I would just 
sit in the front [and wait] to check 
people in,” Siller said. “I would feel 
people walking around and using 
the weights when there was nobody 
really there. I would hear voices, like 
whispers and stuff moving around.”
She was scared.
“‘It was early and it was dark,” 
Siller said. 
History and social science 
education major Michael Aldape has 
heard things in Gorgas Hall.
“I’ve heard bells go on when 
there shouldn’t be,” said Aldape, 
who works in the President’s Office. 
“When I’m all alone in the office, 
there isn’t anyone else here, the 
phones aren’t ringing, but I hear bells 
jingling.”
He had another incident when 
returning to the office.
“Behind me I swore I heard loud 
footsteps, like if somebody was 
wearing boots and walking pretty 
heavily on the planks,” Aldape said. 
“And I turn around to look and there 
was nobody there. So, I go back 
to the other side of the conference 
room and no one was there. I thought 
somebody was following but no, no 
one was there. So, I make my way 
back over the office and, again, I 
start hearing the footsteps behind 
me. So, I stop, and when I stop I 
continue to hear the footsteps. So, I 
go around the building and I try to 
see if someone was there, and no one 
was there.”
Anthropology Professor Tony 
Zavaleta, who works for the Office 
of the Provost, said he isn’t “one of 
these ghost freaks.”
Zavaleta has been in the same 
office in Champion Hall for the last 
10 years.
“This past weekend, in fact, there 
was two times when I had to turn 
around,” he said during an interview 
last Tuesday. “I had to turn around 
because there was a big noise out 
there. So, I’m wondering who’s 
coming in, and nobody. … That’s 
happened to me so many times that 
I don’t even think about it, I just tell 
them ‘hello,’ which is what I did on 
Saturday. ‘Hi, come in, go out, do 
whatever you want to do, just leave 
me alone, I’m busy.’”
He pointed to the top of the 
bookshelves in his office, where he 
has several artifacts displayed.
“You see all those things knocked 
down, I didn’t do that,” Zavaleta 
said. “Somebody pulled them over, 
and then I’ll come back and they’ll 
be up. I leave them there, and then in 
a couple weeks or something they’ll 
be back up again. Or, maybe they’ll 
be up now that I mentioned it, ’cause 
ghosts are listening to us.”
He said those incidents happen all 
the time.
“The lights go on and off, the 
[copy] machines come on and off, 
the doors open and close, and there’s 
nobody there.”
Carmelita Ramos, senior 
administrative secretary for the 
Office of the Provost, agrees with 
Zavaleta.
“I’ve worked by myself, here in 
the office, completely by myself. 
And, the door, as you can see, it’s a 
really heavy door, an antique door, 
and you hear it open,” Ramos said. 
“I have stood up to check, and no, 
there is no one.”
Yolanda Zamarripa, a research 
analyst for the Office of the Provost, 
also has experienced unusual 
incidents.
“The lights go off in the bathroom,” 
Zamarripa said. “You go in, you flip 
on the light and it won’t go on. Dr. 
Z says it’s our ghost. … It did it last 
year on All Saints Day, and that’s 
when Dr. Z said it’s our ghost.”
The Mary Rose Cardenas North 
Hall is not immune to strange 
happenings.
Aidé Rodríguez, an employee 
of Aztec Facilities, the university’s 
contract custodial service, explained 
what happened to her and her co-
worker, Elena Vásquez.
“Two months ago, we sat down 
here in [North] 217,” Rodríguez said 
in Spanish. “We sat to have lunch. 
We were talking, me and Elenita, 
when suddenly someone got up from 
a chair, but there was no one there.”
Elisea Vega, building attendant II 
for the President’s Office, recalled 
what happened to her eight years ago 
in the old Art Building.
“I was working for a company here 
at the university. … I was sweeping 
the stairs … and suddenly, I hear that 
they tell me, ‘How are you?’” Vega 
said in Spanish. “I turned around 
because I thought I left the radio 
from work in the office. I thought, 
it’s Gonzalitos, a man who worked 
too. I said it’s Gonzalitos who’s 
bringing me my radio. I never heard 
any door close. It was 8 a.m. … and 
again … I hear that they [whisper] 
‘How are you?’ I went upstairs, to the 
second floor, I checked the offices, 
the rooms, the restrooms, and there 
was no one there. I rushed and ran 
outside.”
Vega said that after the incident, 
she was afraid to go inside the 
building.
“Then I realized, dead people 
don’t do anything [to you]; you 
should be cautious of the ones who 
are alive,” she said. 
Debbie Ann Perez, housing 
coordinator for Residential Life and 
Student Housing, said that in 2004 
she used to go out with her friends 
and look for ghosts on campus.
“When I used to look for them, 
yeah, I did see shadows,” Perez said. 
“We would all go with our cameras, 
and when we went to the [Arnulfo 
L. Oliveira Memorial] Library, all 
of our batteries just died. We went 
inside the library, and as soon as we 
got out of the library all the cameras 
started working again.” 
 Perez lives at The Village at Fort 
Brown.
“If I hear things, I try to ignore 
them because I live here,” she said. 
“I see shadows, but I try to ignore 
them, like ‘No, it’s not there.’” 
Miranda had an experience at The 
Village, too.
“Supposedly, one of the legends 
is that there’s this ghost that wanders 
around the girls’ dorms, and when 
it goes into your room, it starts 
smelling like something’s burning 
and then the smoke alarm will turn 
on,” Miranda said. “That happened 
to me and it happened to one of my 
friends the same day.”
Some believe this photo shows ghosts in Gorgas Hall.
Photo courtesy Debbie ann Perez
Ghost
Continued from Page 1
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The Brownsville City Commission has 
eliminated the UTB/TSC summer pass for 
students, the 20-ride pass and monthly pass 
from the Brownsville Urban System fare 
structure.
BUS Director Norma H. Zamora said 
the department’s staff recommended the 
changes.
“We’ve noticed that there has been a 
decrease in the sales of those tickets,” Zamora 
told the commission during its meeting last 
Tuesday. “We’ve noticed an increase in our 
daily pass [and] weekly pass and our student 
20-ride pass, so we feel that this [elimination] 
would encourage the sale of our daily pass 
and weekly pass.” 
The student summer pass was available for 
$20 throughout both summer sessions. 
Senior Spanish major Beatriz Carrasco 
rides the bus every day from her home on 
Boca Chica Boulevard to the university.
 Carrasco said she has taken summer classes 
in previous years and has taken advantage of 
the student summer pass. Even though she is 
graduating next spring, Carrasco thinks the 
elimination of the summer bus pass is “not 
fair for the students.”  
In other business, Rose Timmer, interim 
executive director of Healthy Communities 
of Brownsville, gave a presentation regarding 
a proposal to prohibit the use of plastic bags 
in Brownsville.
Timmer and Healthy Communities’ 
volunteers surveyed 500 people throughout 
the city, asking about their use of plastic 
bags. 
“We asked people who live in Brownsville 
if they thought that we had a litter problem and 
all responses showed that 83 percent of the 
people are very aware of our litter problems,” 
she said. “We’ve checked between recyclers 
and people who don’t recycle and those are 
the results that we got.”
Timmer said that although plastic bags are 
used for different things other than carrying 
groceries, they still cause contamination 
problems.
“It’s re-used, that’s great, but it’s still sent 
to the landfill,” she said. “When you are in 
the bathroom and you pick [up] your garbage, 
you tie a knot and you put [the plastic bag] in 
the trash receptacle, so those bags are [still] 
going to our landfill.”
In an effort to reduce the use of plastic 
bags, Timmer spoke with H-E-B and Wal-
Mart officials to find solutions.
Susan Ghertner, H-E-B Environmental 
Affairs director in San Antonio, said the 
company would support whatever decision 
the commission makes.
“We want to do what’s right for our 
customers, partners--that’s what we call our 
employees--the city of Brownsville and our 
business,” Ghertner said. 
She asked the commission to consider 
some points before passing the ordinance. 
Ghertner told the commission many of the 
customers ask for two to three extra plastic 
bags when they shop at the store.
“Perhaps to use for trash cans or clean up 
after their dogs or as a lunch carrier for their 
children,” Ghertner said. “These customers 
might need to find an alternative and that 
may be spending money to buy plastic bags 
for these purposes.”
She also asked the commission what would 
be done if customers forget their own bags.
“Are they put in a position of buying [re-
usable bags] or we give them one? That’s just 
one thing to consider,” Ghertner said. 
She recommended that if a plastic bag ban 
is passed, it should apply to all businesses in 
order to have the same effect. 
Commissioner At-Large “B” Rose Gowen 
said instead of H-E-B cashiers offering 
customers items to buy at checkout, they 
should offer re-usable bags.
“Why don’t you train them to push a 
recycling bag instead of candy? … I’m not 
being critical but simply suggesting that 
perhaps one of the things you should push is 
the bag rather than the candy,” Gowen said.
In other business, the commission voted 
to consent to the issuance of water contract 
supply bonds by the Southmost Regional 
Water Authority and authorizing the 
Brownsville Public Utilities Board and the 
authority to take action necessary related to 
the issuance of water supply contract revenue 
bonds, including the amendment of the water 
supply contracts.
Commissioner At-Large “A” Anthony P. 
Troiani made a motion to conduct a meeting 
between PUB and City Attorney Mark 
Sossi to answer the commission’s questions 
on the matter and have a report at the next 
commission meeting.
City drops summer BUS pass for students
By Christine Cavazos
Staff Writer
Rose Timmer, interim executive director of Healthy Communities of Brownsville, speaks against the use of 
plastic bags during Tuesday’s meeting of the Brownsville City Commission. 
ElizabEth a. PErEz/CollEgian
As you crossed Ringgold Road last 
Wednesday, you probably noticed a sound 
that normally inspires both fear and hope: 
sirens.
A section of the road was blocked off 
by barriers for a mock wreck, conducted 
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. The crosswalk 
between the Student Union and SET-B 
was set up to look like a drunken student 
driving a vehicle had run over a student 
pedestrian. Parked by the vehicle were a 
Campus Police cruiser, a Brownsville Fire 
Department truck and an ambulance. 
The student was “pulled over” by the 
Campus Police officer while students from 
UTB/TSC’s Emergency Medical Science 
program assisted in providing care for the 
“injured” student.
“With our students, this is part of our 
training program,” said David Garza, an 
assistant master technical instructor in the 
Emergency Medical Sciences program. 
“This helps them when we get out into the 
field. … We do scenarios just about every 
day, whether it be in the classroom, or out 
here on campus.”
Many students passing by were shocked 
by how realistic the scenario appeared, 
driving home the message about the danger 
of mixing alcohol and getting behind the 
wheel.
 “That’s not an accident,” said David 
Marquez, a coordinator for Student Judicial 
Affairs. “We do have part of the literature 
and we have other announcements that 
communicate the message, but we also 
want to make a lasting impression on 
the students. This is just one way we can 
achieve that.”
The demonstration was performed four 
times. 
“The [EMS] students looked prepared,” 
said Jacque Rangel, a junior in the medical 
laboratory technology program, also saying 
the event looked “realistic.”
Members of different sponsoring 
departments and organizations passed out 
pamphlets to passers-by. Sandra Marquez, 
a senior criminal justice major with the 
Campus Activities Board, was dressed as 
a crash-test dummy as she passed out cups 
filled with different pamphlets of helpful 
information.
“Many people haven’t experienced a 
real-life situation,” the criminal justice 
major said. “I think this is a good real-life 
sketch because it gives the students more 
of a feeling when you drink and drive, how 
you can hurt your family and friends at the 
same time, not just yourself.”
In addition to the EMS program, CAB 
and the Brownsville Fire Department, 
the event was sponsored by UTB/TSC’s 
Risk Management Task Force, which 
includes the offices of Student Life and 
Dean of Students, and the departments of 
Student Health Services, Residential Life, 
Environmental Health and Safety and 
Campus Police.
The event was part of UTB/TSC’s 
observance of National Collegiate Alcohol 
Awareness Week.
“I think we’re all aware,” David Marquez 
said. “The numbers speak for themselves, 
how many thousands of incidents across 
America where alcohol has been a 
contributing factor to fatalities, accidents.”
Mock crash shocks students
By David Boon
Staff Writer
Students in the emergency medical science program 
take part in a mock crash Tuesday morning on the 
crosswalk between SET-B and the Student Union, 
pretending to assist the “injured” Luis Lopez, a 
freshman emergency medical science major.
FranCisCo EsPinosa/CollEgian
Zavaleta ha trabajado durante más de 
10 años en la misma oficina, en el edificio 
Champion.
“Este fin de semana, de hecho, tuve que 
voltear dos veces”, comentó. “Tuve que 
voltear porque se escuchaba un sonido 
fuerte. Así que, me pregunté quién entró, y 
no había nadie. … Eso me ha pasado tantas 
veces que ya no pienso en ello, sólo les digo 
‘Hola’, que fue lo que les dije el sábado. 
‘Hola, entra, sal, haz lo que quieras, sólo 
déjame en paz, estoy ocupado’”.
Después, apuntó hacia la parte superior 
del librero en su oficina donde tiene varios 
artículos en exposición.
“Ves todas esas cosas derribadas, yo no 
lo hice”, expresó Zavaleta. “Alguien las 
tumbó, y después voy a regresar y ya van a 
estar acomodadas. Así los dejo, y luego en 
unas semanas ya van a estar de pie otra vez. 
O, tal vez ya se van a acomodar ahora que lo 
menciono, porque los fantasmas nos están 
escuchando”.
El dijo que estos incidentes suceden todo 
el tiempo.
“Las luces se prenden y apagan, las 
copiadoras se prenden y apagan, las puertas 
se abren y cierran, y no hay nadie aquí”.
Aidé Rodríguez, empleada de Aztec 
Facilities (compañía encargada de la 
limpieza en la universidad), explicó lo que le 
pasó a ella y su compañera, Elena Vásquez.
“Hace como dos meses, nos sentamos en 
aquí en el cuartito [Norte] 217”, expresó 
Rodríguez. “Nos sentamos a almorzar. 
Estábamos platicando, yo y Elenita, y de 
pronto se levanta alguien de la silla, pero no 
había nadie”.
Miranda tuvo una experiencia paranormal 
en los dormitorios The Village at Fort 
Brown.
“Supuestamente, una de las leyendas dice 
que un fantasma ronda los dormitorios de 
las mujeres, y cuando entra en tu cuarto, 
empieza a oler como si algo estuviera 
quemándose y luego la alarma contra 
incendios se activa”, platicó Miranda. 
“Eso me pasó a mí y le pasó a una de mis 
amigas ese mismo día”.
Embrujada
Continuación de la Página 9
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Crisp afternoon for Bacone rout
Manuel Reyna/Collegian
Scorpion forward Mario Perez gets the ball past Bacone College’s defenseless goalkeeper (right) and in 
between two defenders during a match held Oct. 17 on the REK Center field.
lewis osoRio/Collegian
Scorpion forward Linette Cuvillier(second from left) comes close to scoring a goal before being called for a foul 
against the Bacone College Warriors on Oct. 17 on the REK Center field.
On a beautiful Homecoming afternoon, 
the men’s and women’s soccer teams once 
again fried the Bacone College Warriors 
with scores of 3-0 and 6-0, respectively. 
In the women’s game, the Scorpions 
resolved to put on a good show for their 
parents and game-day sponsors who had 
turned up to watch. 
The Scorpions (8-3-2, 5-0-1 RRAC) 
opened up the show seven minutes into the 
first half when forward Leah Russell caught 
an assist off midfielder Helen Wagstaff that 
left Russell alone with the goalkeeper. She 
promptly delivered a cool, almost mocking, 
shot toward the goalkeeper’s unguarded 
right side for the 1-0.
After the Scorpions’ first goal, the Lady 
Warriors stepped up their game, but their 
thrusts into Scorpion territory were always 
cut short just a few yards past the midfield 
line by a rock-solid defense.
With nine minutes left in the first half, 
Russell spotted forward Linette Cuvillier 
moving up the right side of the field 
and successfully passed the ball to her 
teammate. Cuvillier, not being one to say no 
to opportunities like that, sprinted forward 
and took a shot from the right side of the 
box for the Scorpions’ second goal.
During halftime, the UTB/TSC 
Homecoming Court was announced, with 
defender Carling Rootes being crowned 
princess and defender Chris Scott being 
crowned king. 
And after the half, the Scorpions decided 
to crown their own game with more goals, 
beginning at the game’s hour mark with 
another goal by Cuvillier. This one was 
orchestrated by Wagstaff again, who 
crossed it to Cuvillier, who broke through 
a slow defensive line before scoring her 
second goal of the afternoon.
The fourth transgression against the 
Bacone net came five minutes later by a 
single play by forward Abigail Perez. She 
pushed forward until she was just outside 
the box before letting loose a shot that went 
unnoticed by several Bacone defenders and 
straight into the unguarded right side of the 
net.
Fifteen minutes later, Russell proved her 
skill with set pieces as well, by taking a 
free kick and scoring off the Bacone goal’s 
upper right corner.
And four minutes later, a Bacone player 
fumbled with the ball just a scant few feet 
away from Cuvillier, who took advantage 
and drilled the ball into the back of the net 
for her hat-trick and the Scorpions’ last 
goal.
“We did really good, we passed the ball 
around, we moved the ball a lot,” Cuvillier 
said after the game. “Everybody learned. … 
We put a lot of effort into it.”
Head Coach Nik Barjaktarevic was all 
smiles after the game.
“We feel really good. Again, a bit of a slow 
start … I think we adjusted well, we kind of 
let them come out and then attacked from 
there,” Barjaktarevic said. “We showed a 
lot of good things, we have progressed a lot 
from the first game until now.” 
Bacone is now 1-10-2 and 1-5-1 in the 
RRAC.
Cuvillier  and  teammate Sara 
DiBenedetto, from whom many Scorpion 
counterattacks originated, were honored as 
RRAC Offensive and Defensive players, 
respectively, for the week of Oct. 12-18.
The 17th-ranked men’s soccer team (12-
0-1, 6-0 RRAC) also kept up its undefeated 
winning streak on Oct. 17 by downing the 
Bacone College men’s soccer team (4-12, 
2-5 RRAC) 3-0.
The game was highly physical throughout 
the first half, and with neither side being 
able to get a clear advantage, the Scorpions 
and the Warriors headed into halftime 
scoreless.
It was quite the surprise for the Scorpions, 
as the last game against Bacone resulted in 
an 11-0 victory that shattered school records 
for goals scored in a game and individual 
goals scored in a game.
As the second half got under way, there 
was still no clear dominance for possession 
of the field. However, the physicality 
began to take its toll on the players. Seven 
minutes into the half, Bacone midfielder 
Zach Gore backhanded Scorpion forward 
Evans Frimpong at the Scorpions’ box in 
a set piece for the Warriors. The referee 
deliberated for a few seconds and then red-
carded Gore, who was visibly livid as he 
left the field.
Gore’s ejection completely unraveled the 
Bacone defense and midfield line, which 
had done a superb job so far. The Scorpions 
exploited that fault, and only five minutes 
later, capitalized after defender Brian 
Hardie lobbed a shot that defender Omar 
Apodaca easily brought down. Apodaca 
then completed a pass to forward Mario 
Perez, who easily defeated the goalie for 
the 1-0.
Around 10 minutes later, Frimpong 
got a chance to assist fellow forward and 
countryman Abass Ayembillah by a short 
pass between a defender and the goalie. The 
Ayembillah Express caught it and charged 
straight into the goal for the Scorpions’ 
second goal.
Forward Aaron Guerrero got the 
Scorpions’ third goal with a long-range 
filtered pass from goalkeeper Juan Gamboa 
and easily escorted the ball into the Bacone 
net.
“I’m happy with the win,” Head Coach 
Dan Balaguero said. “I thought the first 
half we were a bit sluggish again. It took us 
awhile to break them down.” 
Balaguero also noticed a difference in the 
way Bacone played that day as compared to 
last season.
“They’re much improved,” he said. “On 
Thursday, they went to Our Lady of the 
Lake and lost in double overtime and then 
they lost close with [Huston-]Tillotson. 
They’re a really improved team. Got a 
good goalkeeper and they fight hard, so full 
respect to them, and I give them a lot of 
credit today.”
Guerrero, a freshman who joined the 
team this year, agreed with the coach.
“The game was very interesting,” he said 
in Spanish. “We started out a bit slow at 
the beginning, but it came out well in the 
end. We got the result, which was what  was 
important.”
Hardie reflected on the game’s physical 
contests between players.
“We’re undefeated now, and teams are 
coming in, just trying to camp in, it’s hard to 
break them down,” said Hardie, one of the 
team’s two seniors. “They just want to fight. 
They can’t beat us playing the ball, so a lot 
of teams [are] trying to kick us and stuff like 
that, so we have to make sure we keep 11 
men on the field and just do our job.”
By Hugo E. Rodríguez 
Sports Editor
Molina reflects on WBC Latino title
Ten rounds. One night. One victor.
Senior special education major Eric 
“Drummer Boy” Molina is now the proud 
titleholder of the World Boxing Council 
Latino belt, which he won Oct. 10 after 
defeating Laredo’s Gabriel Holguin at 
Mooncussers nightclub on South Padre 
Island.
“I knew it was going to be a tough 
fight, it went on 10 rounds,” Molina said 
in an interview with The Collegian on 
Thursday. “The guy took some harsh shots, 
he showed a lot of resiliency and he never 
wanted to go down … I took him down in 
the ninth round. [He] showed a lot of heart, 
he finished the fight.”
Molina was declared the winner by 
unanimous decision after the judges ruled 
in his favor, 97-93, 99-91 and 98-92. It was 
the first time the belt had been fought for in 
the Rio Grande Valley.
It was also the first time the Lyford native 
went past four rounds since he started his 
professional career three years ago. It was 
Holguin’s own resiliency that spelled out 
defeat in the end.
“He had a survival style, he wanted to 
take me into the later rounds, where I had 
never been past the third round,” Molina 
said of Holguin, who headed into the 
fight with 25 wins and only nine losses 
under his belt. “He wanted to take me to 
the seventh, eighth, ninth rounds and see 
how I would react. And it just so happens 
that my stronger rounds were six to 10. I 
loosened up a little bit and I closed the fight 
strong.”
He said that before the sixth round, the 
match could have gone either way.
It is “Drummer Boy” Molina’s 12th 
consecutive win in a three-year professional 
career that has only seen him lose once, in 
his professional debut. 
“It feels great, man, I’d never thought 
that I would win a belt like this,” he said. 
“It was a good night out there in South 
Padre Island. It was a sold-out crowd and it 
was a night that I would never forget.”
His next big fight will see him put his 
recently acquired belt on the line, as he 
prepares for a title defense in February. 
Asked how he earned his nickname, the 
response surprisingly did not involve his 
10 knockouts or his fists’ interaction with 
the opponent’s body.
“It’s the drummer boy quarter, [the 1975] 
bicentennial quarter,” the 27-year-old said. 
“I’ve been through some pretty hard times 
in my life. Any time that I’ve felt that I might 
be down and out, I’ll run into a drummer 
boy quarter and it always gives me good 
luck, show me that everything will be all 
right. When I decided to go in the ring and 
put my life on the line, I figured what better 
name to call myself than ‘Drummer Boy,’ 
so it stuck with me.”
This year has been a great one for 
Molina, who is also the reigning Texas 
State cruiserweight champion, a title he 
has defended successfully three times. 
On top of obtaining the important World 
Boxing Council belt, he is in his last year 
at UTB/TSC.
“I think that I’m at a point in my career 
where everything is pretty much falling into 
place,” he said. “I could put two more belts 
around my waist, but it would never match 
up to me walking down and graduating in 
May here from the University of Texas-
Brownsville.”
By Hugo E. Rodríguez 
Sports Editor
FRank espinosa/Collegian
Senior special education major and professional 
boxer Eric “Drummer Boy” Molina poses with his 
Texas State Cruiserweight belt and his WBC Latino 
belt, which he won on Oct. 10.
On Thursday, the men’s and women’s soccer 
teams defeated the Huston-Tillotson Univer-
sity Rams at home in Austin. The men’s team 
defeated the Rams 3-0 and the women’s team 
defeated the Rams 6-1.
Soccer Update
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“It was really a decision made at the 
federal and state level to stop counting,” 
Health Administrator Yvette Salinas said. 
Leonel Lopez, an epidemiologist for the 
Cameron County Department of Health 
and Human Services, said there have been 
three swine flu deaths in Cameron County.
Lopez said the vaccines are coming from 
four companies in the U.S. and that the 
distribution of the vaccines has been slow 
because it usually takes six to nine months 
to produce. 
“At the same time they were also making 
the seasonal flu vaccine so they had to stop, 
change gears and start making the H1N1 
vaccine,” Lopez said.
Salinas said Cameron County does not 
pay a fee for the H1N1 vaccines because 
the federal government is making it 
available to all medical providers. There 
is no charge to the public for the vaccine 
itself; however, medical providers can 
charge an administration fee. 
Last May, the World Health Organization 
raised the pandemic alert level for 
swine flu to a 5. Although schools in the 
Brownsville Independent School District 
closed temporarily, the UTB/TSC campus 
remained open and students, faculty and 
staff were given the option of e-mailing 
a panel made up of university officials if 
they had any questions about the virus. 
Dr. Joseph McCormick, regional dean of 
the University of Texas School of Public 
Health-Brownsville Regional Campus, 
gave a presentation on the H1N1 virus to 
the Brownsville City Commission during 
its meeting last Tuesday. McCormick said 
the most common symptoms for the virus 
are fever, cough and sore throat. 
He also said the H1N1 virus is widespread 
throughout different countries, including 
Canada and Europe. Easy travel paths and 
large populations help pass the virus along 
faster.
The Cameron County Department of 
Health and Human Services encourages 
people to “continue to wash their hands, 
cover their cough and stay home” if they 
have influenzalike symptoms.
H1N1
Continued from page 7
Brownsville has more than its share of 
hot days, but it also has some cold days, 
and those are the days people without 
homes and people with inadequate shelter 
worry about.
Student Health Services and the Center 
for Civic Engagement are sponsoring a 
Blanket Drive through Friday. The blankets 
will go to the Good Neighbor Settlement 
House and to the Buena Vida community.  
“In our particular area, closest to the 
university, that’s a federal empowerment 
zone,” said Kathy Bussert-Webb, director 
of the Center of Civic Engagement and 
an associate professor in the College 
of Education. “It’s one of the poorest 
neighborhoods in the United States.”
Bussert-Webb said she would like to 
collect at least 150 blankets and would also 
like to distribute some at the Brownsville 
Housing Authority.
Leo Rosalez, executive director of the 
Good Neighbor Settlement House, said 
he hopes to collect as many blankets as 
possible. He said many of their clients 
who come in the winter are homeless and 
sleep anywhere they can. Many go inside 
dumpsters to keep warm because they do 
not have adequate clothing or blankets. 
Last year one of their clients, Raul 
Jimenez, climbed into a dumpster and was 
not able to get out on time when a garbage 
truck picked up the bin and dumped him 
into the trash compactor. The compactor 
crushed Jimenez’s legs.  
Rosalez said the settlement house tries to 
supply as many blankets as it can so that 
the homeless do not have to go inside or 
around areas that can be hazardous. 
“A lot of them sleep under homes, under 
the expressways, [on] park benches, in the 
alleys, wherever they can find refuge,” he 
said.
The Bishop Enrique San Pedro Ozanam 
Center provides temporary housing and 
shelter; however, it can be quite far for 
many of the homeless to get to. 
Rosalez said that even if they do manage 
to get there, many times it is filled to 
capacity and they are turned away. 
He said the Good Neighbor Settlement 
House tries to target the homeless first, but 
they also give blankets to needy families 
who live in “inadequate conditions.” Many 
small children and elderly people live in 
homes where there are holes in the walls, 
floors, roofs and have no heating systems. 
“A lot of them sleep without any blankets 
because they don’t have any, so we try to 
target them too,” Rosalez said. 
He said priority is given to those who are 
out in the elements, then those with homes 
who are the most needy. 
Rosalez said that a person who is in need 
of a blanket does not need to be homeless 
or be from the Buena Vida neighborhood 
to receive one. 
“We don’t turn anybody away,” he said.
Donations of any kind are needed and 
appreciated, especially warm clothing for 
small children and for men. The items that 
are not distributed are sold at the thrift 
shop located on the premises of the Good 
Neighbor Settlement House, 1254 E. Tyler 
St. Proceeds from the thrift shop help to 
supplement the agency. 
The settlement house operates on grants 
and donations from the public, but due 
to the current economy the agency is 
lacking in needed repairs and money for 
daily operations. Monetary donations are 
welcomed as well.
On the UTB/TSC campus, there are boxes 
covered in either orange or blue paper with 
a flier about the blanket drive in the front. 
Bussert-Webb said donors can go to any of 
the drop-off sites and place blankets in the 
box. The blanket can be new or used, as 
long as it is in good condition and clean.
The drop-off sites are Education and 
Business Complex 2.208, 2.130, 1.120, 
2.504; SET B 2.342; Oliveira Library 
201; Cortez Hall 237; Cardenas Hall 
South 303 and 238; Tandy Hall 115; the 
Old Education Building; Riverside I and 
the Cueto Building, located at 1301 E. 
Madison St.
Student Health Services Director Eugenia 
Curet said the department has collected 
eight blankets, so far, but the other sites on 
campus have not been counted yet.
Junior psychology major Cynthia Davila 
said people should do what they can to help 
others in need.
“Giving away items to help others is a 
very thoughtful thing to do,” Davila said. 
“What if you were in their position?”
For more information about the Blanket 
Drive, contact Curet at 882-8951 or via e-
mail at eugenia.curet@utb.edu, or Bussert-
Webb at 882-4302 or via e-mail at kathy.
bussertwebb@utb.edu.
The drive to help the needy
By Jacqueline Vasquez
Staff Writer
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